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Hearts of Stone
2018

sometimes things that go bump in the night make the best bodyguards when iliona is attacked by a demon help comes
from an unexpected source cal the hot gargoyle from her local coffee shop her stone hottie has some secrets of his
own though namely a twin born of stone and just as hot as he is with everything from a demon to redcaps trying to
kill her can iliona track down a serial killer before she becomes his next victim born of stone to protect they ll
stop at nothing to keep her safe freed from their curse cal and gran relish their new freedom working at frankie s
coffee shop isn t the most glamorous but it beats sitting on the roof of a church and for cal frankie s has
another advantage the curvy beauty who comes in for coffee he feels a pull toward her he can t explain especially
not to gran who hates anything human when the chips are down gran comes through but will the secret he s kept
close to his heart for centuries destroy them all

Heart of Stone: A Paranormal Protector Tale
2019-12-15

start reading this monster romance series for free now a prequel to demelza carlton s heart of stone gargoyle
shifter steamy paranormal romance series set in the scottish highlands on the outside pamela is the perfect lady
spending her days sketching landscapes while waiting for her father to find her a husband until she meets ben the
stonemason building her father s new castle she knows she s found a kindred spirit with a heart as artistic as her
own but when family secrets come to light and the supernatural steps in fate has other plans and their very lives
hang in the balance fans of the following authors will enjoy reading these steamy medieval fairytale romances
lindsay buroker neil gaiman skye mackinnon kiera cass amanda hocking sarah j maas a court of thorns and roses
throne of glass lidiya foxglove anne mccaffrey tamsin ley holly black juliet marillier kylie chan leigh bardugo
laura thalassa elise kova cassandra clare george rr martin kathryn le veque andrzej sapkowski keywords romance
books free free ebooks free romance books full novel free romance free romance books full novel standalone free
romance books to read and download romantic novels free books to read and download free fantasy books free fantasy
ebooks fairy tale books free beauty and the beast free books fantasy free books fantasy romance books free fairy
tales free free historical fantasy books free monster romance book



Curse of Stone
2020-11

supposedly witches can t kill but madison accidentally killed her boyfriend and now a girl at her witch academy is
dead too madison spent her life avoiding her magical abilities but when she s forced to use them to save her best
friend from a deadly storm and accidentally kills her boyfriend as a result she decides she needs to enroll at la
voisin school for young witches after all she knew starting a year later than her peers would come with its own
struggles she just never expected one of those struggles would be the impossible murder of a classmate the school
is spelled for safety and witches can t kill so how did giselle end up dead only giselle and her killer know and
only madison can find out because now the dead witch is haunting her crazy thing is giselle s murder isn t even
the biggest secret this school has just ask the statues fans of stephenie meyers twilight and bella forrest s
harley merlin series will devour curse of stone book one of veronica shade s academy of the damned scroll up and
one click to starting reading this haunting slow burn paranormal academy romance today

Cages of Stone
2015-10-07

paranormal fantasy gargoyle romance

Limestone and Its Paranormal Properties
2020-07-21

there has always been a sweeping assumption among paranormal investigators and the para community that limestone
has the ability to absorb and release electromagnetic and psychic energies this phenomenon explains why one site
may be more haunted than another t c lethbridge proposed the stone tape theory in the 1970 s as an attempt to
explain how this could happen but his efforts yielded little scientific merit finally here in this book the first
steps in bridging science and the paranormal have been taken to definitively explain the absorption and release
mechanisms for limestone s paranormal properties this revelation incorporates many scientific disciplines and
spans the course of history from the creation of earth to our current quantum theories of entanglement parallel
universes and more open this book and you will truly begin a fantastic spectral journey



A Touch of Stone and Snow
2023-02-10

milla vane returns to a world of kings magic and passion in her exhilarating a gathering of dragons series as a
great alliance forms to stand against an evil warlord intent on their destruction danger lurks in the western
realms the destroyer s imminent return has sent the realms into turmoil as desperate citizens seek refuge but
there s no safety to be found when demons and wraiths crawl out from the shadows even koth a northern island
kingdom left untouched by the destroyer a generation past is besieged by terrors spawned from corrupt magics when
lizzan leads the kothan army against these terrors only to see her soldiers massacred and to emerge as the only
survivor she is called a coward and a deserter shunned from her home lizzan now wanders in solitude as a mercenary
for hire until she encounters a group of warriors seeking new alliances with the northern kingdoms a group that
includes aerax the bastard prince of koth and the man who sent her into exile though they were childhood friends
aerax cannot allow himself to be close to the only woman who might thwart his treacherous plan to save their
island realm but when a goddess s demand binds them together lizzan and aerax must find a way to overcome their
painful pasts or there will be no future for the western realms

Gift of Stone
2020-10-13

enter the teutonic fantasy realm in this spicy fated mates paranormal romance featuring a stone witch and her
unexpected match magic is a valuable asset until it pulls a newbie witch into unwanted romance abandoned with
mystical blood pulsing through my veins i struggle to choose the best path forward my newfound elemental gifts
were supposed to help me save my family from bondage but instead magic has aroused a compulsion to offer my body
and soul to a fiery priest i ve never met my fated mate insists i should embrace our destiny that we can
accomplish more together than apart apparently the entire teuton community will suffer if we don t unite our
bloodlines in ritual marriage but my mate has no concept of the danger breathing down my neck or what it could
mean if my enemies learn of our connection can i rescue my family while shielding my mate from the backlash or
will the demons haunting my past destroy everything i hold dear gift of stone is book 2 in the elemental
bloodlines series although all books in this series can be read as standalones it features a stone witch in a
sizzling fated mates romance with a fiery plumber in a hot romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after it
includes strong language graphic violence sexual situations and mature themes elemental bloodlines series gift of
fire gift of stone gift of darkness gift of water gift of air prequel novella gift of light fairytale novella fans



of the following authors will enjoy reading these steamy paranormal romance love stories sarah j maas holly black
leigh bardugo laura thalassa elise kova cassandra claire raven kennedy kim harrison scarlett st clair nalini singh
sherrilyn kenyon laura greenwood liza street lisa blackwood demelza carlton skye mackinnon

Hearts of Stone
1983-03

sometimes things that go bump in the night make the best bodyguards when iliona is attacked by a demon help comes
from an unexpected source cal the hot gargoyle from her local coffee shop her stone hottie has some secrets of his
own though namely a twin born of stone and just as hot as he is with everything from a demon to redcaps trying to
kill her can iliona track down a serial killer before she becomes his next victim born of stone to protect they ll
stop at nothing to keep her safe freed from their curse cal and gran relish their new freedom working at frankie s
coffee shop isn t the most glamorous but it beats sitting on the roof of a church and for cal frankie s has
another advantage the curvy beauty who comes in for coffee he feels a pull toward her he can t explain especially
not to gran who hates anything human when the chips are down gran comes through but will the secret he s kept
close to his heart for centuries destroy them all

The Green Stone
2017-03-14

during the closing months of 1979 a number of people throughout england received identical psychic impressions
that were to draw them together for the quest to discover a long forgotten tomb which in legend held the darkest
secret of the ancient world during the next two years the authors and other researchers were drawn into an
incredible drama at every turn disturbing evidence showed that a supernatural agency was trying to pass a vital
message to those involved psychic instructions urged them to recover with all haste a mysterious green stone that
lay buried somewhere in the heart of england called the meonia stone this gem held the key to a frightening power
that had lain undisturbed for centuries and was the means by which they would defeat an unnamed force of evil the
authors following up almost impossible clues and coded messages given nearly 400 years ago finally unearthed a
sword in the foundations of an old bridge in the worcestershire countryside which held the secret to discovering
the meonia stone and a heavy brass casket buried near the banks of the river avon it seemed to them that the stone
was the key to unlock the tomb during their searches they discovered the history of the stone and those who had
once possessed it a mystical order that had existed for more than 3 000 years as the months passed they found



themselves subjected to bizarre paranormal phenomena seemingly warning them to the leave the secret alone finally
in 1981 they found the tomb leading to an unexpected twist in the tale

Heart Of Stone
2022-08-31

a prequel to demelza carlton s heart of stone gargoyle shifter steamy paranormal romance series set in the
scottish highlands on the outside pamela is the perfect lady spending her days sketching landscapes while waiting
for her father to find her a husband until she meets ben the stonemason building her father s new castle she knows
she s found a kindred spirit with a heart as artistic as her own but when family secrets come to light and the
supernatural steps in fate has other plans and their very lives hang in the balance

Heart of Stone
2021-04-25

meet zack mason gargoyle and protector having left his small hometown in arkansas zack roamed from town to town
and city to city looking for purpose and a place to put his abilities to good use while taking a job in d c he
gets the letter a literal embossed invitation to take one of the most coveted seats with the keepers of knowledge
a faction in the small town of pyreshore new hampshire keepers by their very name research and defend the
artifacts of the supernatural world s histories what he finds there is a bit more than just a job when the town is
threatened zack finds out how much the strength of his bloodline that flows within him will drive him to not only
protect the town but also the friends he makes and the love he finds when the blood rises only stone can hold back
the tide after all every secret needs a keeper 10 books 10 authors 10 keepers 1 shared world

Blood and Stone
2014-10-21

debra mullins introduced readers to the world of the truthseers in prodigal son now the story of the lost
atlanteans continues in heart of stone darius montana is a seer with his gift of empathy he can see into the
hearts of others both human and atlantean when his family comes into possession of one of the legendary power
stones of atlantis darius is sent to find the stone singer faith karaluros is the last stone singer manipulated



all her life for her rare ability she is widowed after her husband tried to steal her power for the mendukati an
extremist group that hunts seers faith wants nothing more than to stay out of this war when darius comes to find
her just in time to rescue her from being kidnapped faith goes with darius determined to do the job and be on her
way with the money that can set her up where no one can find her again she didn t count on the mendukati sending a
hit man after her darius swears he can protect her but when she discovers he is one of the rare atlanteans whose
powers work on their own kind can she trust him to keep his word or is she being used again at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Heart of Stone
2023-09-12

ankit has lived many lifetimes once long ago he was made of stone and marked with symbols and sigils meant to
safeguard him and allow him to protect and serve others he s a living gargoyle now cursed to live as a human
always watching at all times aware and constantly searching for his fated one while walking home from his job as a
librarian ethan lewis is beaten and robbed ankit stumbles upon him and instantly recognizes him as the man he s
fated to he helps him back to his apartment and after tending his injuries watches over him fate has woven their
lives together for centuries but in every lifetime they could never live freely or love each other as ankit has
often dreamed of to change their destiny they ll fight together with other gargoyles and a young watcher who is
unaware of the tremendous power she possesses this will be the last battle against their creator and they ll
either die fighting for their freedom or survive to live the life they ve always yearned for mm paranormal fantasy

Stone Under Skin
2019-04-25

viola wild has spent the last hundred years scourging the world to find the heir to the eirikrsen s legacy she
doesn t expect her latest inquiry to be fruitful thomas miller is just a human how could he be linked to the most
ancient and terrifying line of vampire this world has ever known she soon realizes there s more to the man and to
his charming little sister blood from a stone is a prequel novella to the series after darkness falls



Blood from a Stone
2019-11-15

her winged savior was no angel when death nearly claims brianna at the tender age of eight a being that shouldn t
exist saves her twenty years later she becomes an architect specialized in historic buildings still searching for
evidence that the one who saved her the one who haunts her increasingly wild dreams truly exists when a mystery
man hires her for a major project in the catacombs of an old church turned exclusive gothic nightclub brianna
believes she may have her chance at long last alkor has grown weary of this era forced to hide in plain sight
forbidden from ever claiming the only woman to have stirred his mating instincts he considers going back into
hibernation rather than pining for her from afar but the sudden activation of the beacon changes everything rescue
is on the way with his only means of reaching the rendezvous point trapped in the catacombs alkor hires brianna to
help recover his treasure however his lost sigil isn t the only thing he intends to take back home with him time
is running out and the evil forces conspiring to capture him will stop at nothing to achieve their goal even using
brianna did alkor save his true mate only to lose her now that they might have a chance at a future together

Heart of Stone
2019-05-25

the sons of navarus series by new york times and usa today bestselling author k m scott writing as gabrielle
bisset begin the series today with blood avenged and follow the action suspense and romance of each of the sons of
navarus as they march toward a final showdown with their enemies when you put a character like vasilije in a
beautifully written story like blood avenged you score an instant hit i can t wait to read more from ms bisset 5
stars jerr dark mysterious and sometimes violent this sexy tale uses new orleans and a taste of voodoo as a
backdrop it will capture your imagination from the first paragraph 4 stars romantic times book reviews bisset is
rapidly climbing up in the world of pnr and is a definite must watch for writer i can t wait for the next book in
her new sons of navarus series 4 5 stars night owl reviews a top pick i am everything you desire i am vampire
powerful and manipulative vasilije does as he pleases a vampire beholden to no one he takes what he desires
drinking deeply the pleasures this life has to offer when one of his own is staked vasilije must travel to new
orleans to exact his revenge there he meets sasa a beautiful woman who arouses him like no other has for centuries
vasilije s need for vengeance is equaled only by his passion for her but what he finds in his revenge is just the
beginning topics free book free paranormal romance paranormal romance adult paranormal romance greek gods
paranormal romance new orleans romance vampire romance adult gothic romance greek mythology romance greek



mythology dark romance vampires antihero romance vampire romance vampires women s fantasy fiction new orleans
gabrielle bisset k m scott new york times bestseller usa today bestseller romantic suspense top books in romance
top books in romantic suspense top books in paranormal romance top books in vampire romance top books in gothic
romance paranormal romance series sons of navarus alpha hero free romance books free romance novels free romance
paranormal romance free paranormal romance books free freebie romance free romance series romantic suspense beach
reads romance novels free romance books alpha male perfect for fans of j r ward helen hardt alyssa day jennifer
armentrout christine feehan katie reus kresley cole deborah harkness lynsay sands dannika dark gena showalter
amelia hutchins laurann dohner karen marie moning sherrilyn kenyon laurell k hamilton ilona andrews willow winters
jeaniene frost stacey marie brown be sure to read all the sons of navarus series and see why readers love these
alpha males vampire dreams revamped blood avenged blood betrayed longing blood spirit the deepest cut blood
prophecy blood craving blood eclipse blood ascendant sons of navarus box set 1 sons of navarus box set 2

Blood Avenged: A Free Paranormal Romance
2014-01-24

from new york times and usa today bestselling author cynthia brint farra s life is in shambles she s lost her
parents lost her job and she s about to lose her apartment so when grault the sharp featured dark eyed stranger
who shows up on her doorstep in the middle of the night informs her she just inherited a house from a grandmother
she never knew she thinks her prayers are answered little does ordinary farra know that her grandmother was a
witch and her house was really a hotel for strange ethereal creatures headstrong and practical she dives in and
runs the place her own way much to the concern of grault who knows that secrets breed in the very shadows of the
living breathing house with his own secrets to hide can he protect this stubborn beautiful frustrating human that
he s falling in love with protected by stone is 295 pages of whimsical urban fantasy mixed up in the shadowy
embrace of steamy romance for ages 17 urban fantasy paranormal romance coming of age and new adult romance

Protected by Stone: A Paranormal Romance Novel
2022-03-04

no steam no spice gargoyles are immovable statues of stone lifeless the librarian thought until one of them takes
flight to save her from an untimely demise a kindhearted but lonely librarian nancy is drowning under the weight
of an abusive boyfriend failing grades and looming unemployment while at work she confides her deepest darkest
secrets to the gargoyle perched near her desk but she s unprepared when the strange stone statue comes to life a



gentle gargoyle born under a curse treyton can t believe it in the past century that he s been guarding the
beloved victorian library he calls home the lonesome man never had anyone notice him until now and he s enchanted
by the beautiful woman yearning for true love under his watchful gaze but the witch who gave him life wants him
back and she s willing to kill anyone who stands in her way as his vile witch plots against them will nancy and
treyton be torn apart forever or can they overcome the evil threatening their love and their lives stone guardian
is the captivating first novel in the masonry magic and love sweet paranormal romance series if you want all of
the dreamy romance heroic beasts and paranormal magic without the steam or eggplants you ll adore gayle katz s
spellbinding gargoyle shifter romance

Stone Guardian
2015-04-02

ghosts clairvoyants ufo hunters and the paranormal collide isis the daughter of a charlatan psychic can see ghosts
including that of her dead little sister angel gray is the son of a ufo chasing conspiracy theorist the two became
friends over the summer when they fought a deadly ghost together so why is gray now ignoring isis at school on a
field trip to a local mine the pupils are accidentally coated in dust which has very odd side effects could this
be related to the ley lines and standing stones which have been calling to isis with strange ghostly voices the
secretive and powerful organisation know the truth but can isis and gray find out what s really happening and save
a life with the help of two ghosts

Voices in Stone
2015-02-23

a paranormal category romance from entangled s covet imprint her enemy is her only hope rose johnson s adoptive
mother was murdered and rose is next she may be the last gargoyle in the world the last being who stands between
this world and the evils of otherworld in order to keep her existence a continued secret rose needs to find the
stone that holds her adoptive mother s soul which means enlisting the help of her enemies the sentinels sentinel
cal levesque never forgave himself for failing rose s family years ago seeing rose alive is shock enough until the
stunningly beautiful gargoyle attacks him upon sight as they strike an uneasy peace and unexpected and escalating
attraction cal knows he ll have to tell rose who really betrayed her family and with rose s life in greater danger
than ever cal has a chance to make up for the past as long he doesn t fall in love



Locked in Stone
2021-02-17

an unexpected visit from a not quite a friend sends sidney stone halfway around the world sidney stone has never
been one to back down from a challenge especially when that challenge is finding her lost love harry after months
of dead end searching a request from someone she wished to never see again uncovers a hidden clue but the clue
leads her to a small village in yemen would she really travel so far to find what she lost of course she would and
during her long long trek to the middle east a desperate woman s plea puts sidney onto another case which turns
out to be a lot more dangerous than she first realized will sidney be able to solve her clients case safely so
that she is able to be reunited with harry and live happily ever after

The SIXTH Day
2019-08-30

imagine seeing your future in 3 second intervals introducing sidney stone private investigator she s smart she s
tough and she never gives up sidney stone isn t rich if she doesn t work she doesn t get paid a private
investigator s life can be tough in the motor city of detroit but she has a few tricks up her sleeve like being
able to see into her immediate future her very immediate future returning home after completing her latest case
sidney stone discovers her next client waiting for her nothing out of the ordinary there except he is holding a
large package addressed to her she s not expecting anything so who s sending her a package it s so large what
could be inside little does she know that the package contents will change her life and who is this man and what
problem does he have for sidney to solve get your copy of cast the first stone today to find out

Cast the FIRST Stone
2017-09-16

the science behind claims of alien encounters and visions of ghosts can be even more fascinating than the
sensationalist headlines what leads some people to believe in the paranormal why might someone think they have
been abducted by aliens and is there any room for superstition in the modern world of science anomalistic
psychology provides a lively and thought provoking introduction to the psychology underlying paranormal belief and
experience covers the latest psychological theories and experiments and examines the science at the heart of the



subject uses a unique approach to apply different psychological perspectives including clinical developmental and
cognitive approaches to shed new light on the key debates whether you are a psychology student or simply curious
about the paranormal anomalistic psychology is the essential introduction to this contested and controversial
field belief in the paranormal has been reported in every known society since the dawn of time find out why

Anomalistic Psychology
2023-03-28

octavia has always lived in her sister s shadow a perpetual student she s this close to fulfilling her dream a vr
world that brings history to life until a freak accident destroys all her work and sends her back to square one
harlow has spent half his life paying for his brother s mistakes enough is enough he s not going to help grant
this time instead he s going to keep a lady scholar company and to hell with whatever grant wants until he
discovers grant may hold the secret to breaking both harlow and octavia from the spell binding them

Stone Shadow: A Paranormal Protector Tale
2013-04-15

explore in depth the complete range of paranormal phenomena reported throughout devon in modern times

Paranormal Devon
2009-08-15

the first book to explore in depth the complete range of paranormal phenomena reported throughout south tyneside

Paranormal South Tyneside
2023-04-24

4 kreepers from the krypt each with its own kreepy kreeper each about a love that neither one would live without
forget or risk his life to save the one they loved one man will enlist in the military without knowing he died in
combat she will remember what he told her the day that he left if she lived he would return if an angel allowed he



would return for her on her deathbed together they would rekindle a love that he felt was meant to be in heaven a
man on his way to see his fiance will fall into a freezing lake he will die because he could leave the car a
creature outside in the cold waited to eat him a creature half merman and half alligator he will talk to his
fiance from a freezing grave at the bottom of the lake a search will take her to the water she will encounter the
creature her fiance did not let it have her instead he stayed behind with the creature in his grip and him in its
arms one other a young man will face a village of the dead he will clean clear and cut the village from ghosts by
burning it to the earth he will find a young girl in the next village he will hear that a band of thieves will run
across a bridge a bridge he will have to dismantle before they make it to the village he will attempt to stop them
he will attempt to save them a kreepy kreeper is all you ll find for an ending four kreepers each with a kreepy
story to tell each kreeper with 25000 to 35000 words

Quadrilogy of Paranormal Romance.
2022-01-01

the ancient port town of malacca is an old town rich in history since the beginning of malacca its community was
made up of a colourful potpourri of cultures and beliefs the different communities have their own understanding of
the powers of the supernatural as far back as the year 1421 there was a written account from chinese records of
the strange and paranormal witnessed in malacca these stories continued in portuguese dutch and british eras up to
modern times there were accounts about hauntings poltergeists cryptozoology giants spirits sorcery witchcraft
shapeshifting creatures simulacra magical cures strange phenomena unusual human powers and other bizarre tales
many of these stories have now become obscured and forgotten to us this book contains a collection of 60 strange
and paranormal stories reported from past reports news accounts statements and descriptions that were officially
recorded in books journals articles and newspapers

Strange and Paranormal Tales from Malacca
2016-03-03

in the most controversial challenge ever each obligate will spend a night with lord toric maya must find a way to
prevail in spite of her inexperience and without compromising her innocence meanwhile akantha is spreading rumors
that are stirring up religious fury throughout calisto someone will have to pay with blood and it will take a
miracle for maya to survive does she have enough allies on calisto or will akantha finally win sapient salvation
series complete series now available book 1 the selection book 2 the awakening book 3 the divining book 4 the



claiming

The Divining
2012

the brains kendall morgan a relic expert born with the family gift for sensing the history and location of ancient
artifacts the bucks nathan larraby the enigmatic billionaire who has hired kendall to locate four powerful relics
the brawn jake stone the tough sexy mercenary with a mysterious past contracted to protect kendall every mission
kendall accepts carries certain hazards but nathan s latest is proving to be the most dangerous yet kendall s
attraction to jake and to nathan is making it hard to stay focused and none of them can afford the distraction
because there s someone else hunting the relics someone who will stop at nothing to put them to his own sinister
use but the dark secrets nathan s keeping could cost them the mission their lives and the history of mankind

Guardians of Stone
2018-02-23

a heady mix of paranormal tales from india to give the reader goose bumps handed down verbally from generation to
generation supernatural sightings of female demons disguised as lovely women set out to lure unsuspecting young
men to their death reincarnated spirits born again ghostly apparitions of dead relatives haunted houses grave
robbers and spooks arising from their tombs at the stroke of mid night local superstition and myths form part of
the anecdotes these collected stories were always related to pass the time before going to bed in the days when
there were no tvs or cyber activities to serve as distractions the narrator often was the family patriarch and the
audience were generally family members and any visiting guests the selected settings for listening to the stories
were ideal either on house terraces or front yards of homes amidst the dark shadows of the palms and other trees
lit only by starlight or moonlight silence reigned except for the occasional sounds of the hooting of resident
owls from abandoned old houses adding to the eerie atmosphere

PAPA`S PARANORMAL TALES
2017-11-17

welcome to the paranormal hauntings magazine issue 2 in this issue we look in the famous haunting of the white



lady give you the sites to check out to spot the ghosts that stem from jack the ripper case and look at some
strange but true tales from around the world

Paranormal Hauntings Magazine
2017-06-23

this is a boxed set of all ridgeville books if you own these titles individually do not purchase this book the
shifter men and curvy growly ladies of ridgeville have all huddled together in one massive volume from maya and
alex and all the way to grayson and honor they re having fun kicking butt and getting mated in this collection
every shifter wants to get mated right they just have to follow their instincts the complete ridgeville series
books 1 10 he ain t lion you re lion ball of furry head over tail fierce in fur deuces wild sealed with a purr
like a fox big furry deal lion s honor

Mating Instinct: The Ridgeville Series (Paranormal Shapeshifter Romance)
2021-08-17

paranormal phenomena and mysteries encounters with the unknown delves into the fascinating realm of the
supernatural presenting 20 intriguing facts about the unexplained phenomena that have captivated humanity for
centuries from haunted locations and ufo sightings to psychic abilities and reincarnation this book explores the
mysteries that defy scientific explanation each fact is meticulously researched and presented in detail offering
readers a thought provoking journey into the enigmatic world of the paranormal perfect for enthusiasts and
skeptics alike this book invites readers to explore the unexplained and expand their understanding of the
mysterious forces at play in our universe

Paranormal Phenomena and Mysteries
2019-05-07

gargoyle rock singer calum lives for thrills then he finds a lost pegasus and everything changes pegasus shifter
arielle never should have wandered from her herd she s attracted the attention of a dragon and it s chased her
into another realm calum craves excitement both on and off stage as lead singer of the knights of stone during a
night flight he witnesses a dragon chasing a pegasus his protective instincts kick in and he intervenes the



pegasus turns out to be a beautiful shifter she s lost and scared and needs his help getting back home when calum
s attraction to arielle grows his mission turns ever more difficult she doesn t just live in a different world but
another realm if you like shifters in kilts paranormal romance and forbidden love you ll be hooked by this series
escape to a mystical scottish isle with five brothers and binge this complete series today praise for the series
we get the youngest brother callum story here and wow what a great sexy story it is book nook nuts lisa carlisle
transports readers to a mystical scotland where wolf shifters and gargoyles not only exist they live together on a
magical island if you love scottish romances paranormal romances or curvy girl romances this is a great choice and
if you re like me enjoy all three then its jackpot especially when you add in the men in kilts i love all the
books of this series some seriously hot shifters i love to read about these hot gargoyle rock stars i absolutely
love when they get on stage and rock the world read our thoughts book blog a must read love paranormal romance i
have you covered the highland gargoyles series mason a forbidden scottish gargoyle shifter and witch romance
lachlan an enemies to lovers gargoyle and wolf shifter romance bryce a gargoyle shifter protector romance seth a
highland wolf shifter fated mates romance calum a star crossed gargoyle and pegasus shifter romance alec a
forbidden highland gargoyle and witch romance gavin a gargoyle rockstar romance the stone sentries series tempted
by the gargoyle enticed by the gargoyle captivated by the gargoyle compete trilogy rise of the fire witch
underground encounters series cursed smolder fire ignite burn heat blaze inflame torch scorch for readers of j r
ward sherrilyn kenyon gena showalter laurann dohner christine feehan kresley cole lynsay sands nalini singh
jennifer l armentrout patricia briggs alexandra ivy michelle m pillow gargoyle romance book monster romance
complete series witches enemies to lovers enemies to lovers wolf shifter wolf pack paranormal romance series
shapeshifter romance magic witch romance shifter romance shapeshifter romance with sex strong heroine alpha hero
non human hero new adult paranormal romance forbidden romance speculative fiction paranormal romance witches
paranormal romance shifters romantic fantasy series new adult supernatural female protagonist contemporary sensual
contemporary scottish highland romance scotland rockstar rockstar romance brothers portal fantasy dragon

Calum
2012-08-06

prepare to be baffled with the big book of paranormal dive deep into urban legends creepy hauntings and tales of
the unexplained with the big book of paranormal featuring over 300 hair raising spine chilling stories around
bigfoot the loch ness ufos aliens curses ghosts and unsolved mysteries otherworldly illustrations and images bring
these mystical and frightening tales to life and make the stories creep off the page this is the perfect gift for
the little ghost hunter or paranormal enthusiast in your life



The Big Book of Paranormal

enjoy son of sun the fourth and final book in girl of glass a new dystopian romance series by young adult author
megan o russell the ruins of the city hide secrets nola never imagined and danger she can t escape the domes seek
to destroy anyone who might disturb their perfect sanctuary they ll watch the world crumble from behind their
glass walls but the world isn t ready to die with the strength of nightland and the ferocity of those left to
suffer the final battle begins survival requires sacrifice and the time has come for nola to pay the cost keywords
young adult ya paranormal romance books dystopian romance vampire novels apocalypse apocalyptic post apocalyptic
series end of the world love triangle friends to lovers werewolves sci fi science fiction dystopian society young
adult fiction girls in stem runaways genetic engineering son of sun is perfect for fans of suzanne collins
veronica roth victoria aveyard stephenie meyer heidi catherine k a riley kyla stone kortney keisel and marissa
meyer

Son of Sun

shy librarian catena likes her quiet life until a huge naked man muscles his way into her house insisting he s
been woken from his centuries long sleep to be her personal protector catena s life is turned upside down when she
s saved by a creature she s only heard about in books if only her hero s rock hard abs weren t actually made out
of stone tor has no memory of his past all he knows is that he must protect catena at all costs can they unlock
the dark secrets chaining them to the past and forge a new future caution this is a steamy gargoyle shifter
romance so if you don t like your heroes hot hard and protective tor and catena s tale might be a bit much for you
fans of the following authors and books will enjoy reading this free steamy monster romance lindsay buroker neil
gaiman skye mackinnon sarah j maas a court of thorns and roses acotar crescent city lisa carlisle jr ward lidiya
foxglove anne mccaffrey tamsin ley holly black juliet marillier kylie chan leigh bardugo laura thalassa elise kova
cassandra clare george rr martin andrzej sapkowski

Broken Chains: A Paranormal Protector Tale

a paranormal investigator and his handsome client must battle a curse that sends them back through irish history
in this gay time travel romance after sean inherits a hexed druid stone from his great grandfather the only person
who can help stop the terrifying nightmares is paranormal investigator cormac kelly but even though cormac is a



descendant of legendary druids he soon finds himself out of his depth in more ways than one because sean s the
first man he s felt anything for in a long time as the pair develop an unexpected and intensely sexual bond they
are threatened at every turn by the mad sidhe lords of ancient ireland when sean and cormac are thrust back in
time to ireland s violent history and their own dark pasts they must work together to escape the curse and save
their fragile relationship

The Druid Stone
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